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The Bible contains many stories of
people witnessing and sharing
something of ‘the kingdom of God’
whilst working. Paul and his tent-
making (Acts 18: 1-4) is a prime
example. In recent years this
intentional approach of using business
as a means of mission has become
topical.

BAM GLOBAL MOVEMENT: Business as
mission - concepts and stories (referred
to henceforth as BAMGM) explains key
ideas and illustrates them with many
examples of Christian businesspeople
living out their calling. ‘Business as
mission’ (BAM) is a generic term
covering a range of activities. It is
summarised as "a growing movement
of Christians in the marketplace asking:
How can we shape business to serve
people, align with God’s purposes, be
good stewards of the planet, and make a
profit?" (p121). "Ultimately, Business as
Mission is about ‘redeeming’ business
and having Christ reign in this sphere
of society. Equally important and
complementary to those efforts is
church planting and church
development. They go hand-in-hand"
(p127).

Far from being a technique, BAM "is a
worldview and a lifestyle. It is about
following Jesus in the marketplace and
to the ends of the earth, loving God and
serving people through business"
(p151). Given the emphasis on
discipleship as well as doing business,
BAM is more than just ‘social
enterprise’. Although BAM is currently
seen as more applicable to
entrepreneurs, many of the insights
provided by BAMGM are relevant to

every Christian businessperson,
including traders and business-
builders (p77). The authors have
practical experience of combining their
faith with business activities to impact
communities. This helps to ground the
book in the realities of work.

The book is in two parts. Gea Gort
provides the global context to BAM
before Mats Tunehag explains the
underlying concepts. The writing is

clear and largely non-technical. Each of
the 22 chapters in BAMGM consists of a
short explanatory article followed by
one or two illustrative stories. These
will challenge readers to focus on
hearing what God wants them to do. As
Georges Dubi, a Swiss citizen whom
God called to work in Romania, puts it:
"So much more is possible…if we are
open to be inspired by God, learn to
think beyond ourselves, and are willing
to take risks" (p13).

The encouraging and inspirational tone
of the book is further exemplified by
Georges who, in echoes of George
Muller and Hudson Taylor, challenges
us "to think bigger, because when we
step out into the impossible we also
become aware how much we need God.
I learned that he desires to provide. So
much more is possible" (p16).

Part I, BAM in light of a broader
movement, covers one-third of the
book and outlines the need for BAM
through a consideration of mission,
work, aid, place and community. It
encourages us to get our priorities right
and establishes the starting point for
making a difference: "we don’t live to
work but work to live for a higher
[Christ-centred] purpose" (p20).

Community is central to Christianity.
The idea that ‘[a] community could be a
church, but also a group of people
connected through a business as
mission-type endeavour’ (p53) is very
true and reflects Ed Silvoso’s view that
"Jesus is calling us to become
shepherds to the people in our circle of
influence. They may not know yet that
we are their pastors, but we should
know they are our sheep!"1

Through their work, Christian
businesspeople can further the kingdom
of God. But how exactly is that done?

Part II, BAM Concept explained,
illustrates a variety of approaches
through a consideration of 17 practical
elements. Topics covered include how
God is restoring the marketplace,
wealth creation, countering human
trafficking and alternatives to
mainstream capitalism.


